Welcome to IMPA
IMPA is a leading research institution in Latin America and has exerted a profound impact in
Brazilian Mathematics during the 56 years of its existence. The institute is nestled on the Tijuca
Forest natural park and within walking distance of the Botanical Garden.
Please find below some useful information that could help make your stay more enjoyable.
 Computational Facilities:
The participants can use the computers on the Hall of the 2nd floor or those in rooms 130 and 132.
We also have wireless (WIFI) connection. The ESSID of the network is impa-wl and the password
is impacastorina.
 Location of IMPA:
IMPA is located near the Botanical Garden in the city of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
The address is:
Estrada Dona Castorina, 110 – CEP: 22460-320 Rio de Janeiro, RJ – Brasil.
However, many cab drivers may need the following instructions which in Portuguese:
HORTO, Por Favor: Vou para o IMPA na Estrada Dona Castorina, 110. NO FINAL da Rua
PACHECO LEÃO à DIREITA DEPOIS do PONTO FINAL da LINHA DE ONIBUS 409.
 Public Transportation to IMPA:
The easiest and most cost effective (time wise) way to get to IMPA is by cab as described above.
However, if you prefer to use public transportation see the next paragraph.
• From Ipanema and Leblon
You can use the bus line 125 (to Jardim Botânico) from Rua Prudente de Moraes (Ipanema),
Avenida General San Martin (Leblon), or Avenida Bartolomeu Mitre (Leblon) and get off at the
final stop. You should then walk uphill to Estrada Dona Castorina; IMPA is on the right hand side.
Since the 125 bus is somewhat infrequent, it is usually faster to follow a different route. Take the
572, 512 or 584 bus and get off on Rua Jardim Botânico at the stop near ABBR and the “Pão de
Açúcar” supermarket. Then, walk to Rua Lopes Quintas (which crosses Rua Jardim Botânico), go
to the bus stop near the newsstand, take a 409 or 125 bus and get off at the final stop. From then on,
follow the instructions at the end of the previous paragraph.
• From Flamengo, Botafogo and Humaitá
You can use the bus line 409 (Sans Pena – Horto) from Praia do Flamengo (Flamengo Beach), Praia
de Botafogo (Botafogo Beach) or Rua Humaitá, and get off at the final stop. Then walk uphill to
Estrada Dona Castorina; IMPA is on the right hand side.

IMPA
ESTRADA
D. CASTORINA

 Tourist Information
The links below offer a variety of tours and excursions (including standard city tours as well as
hikes and ecotourism) in Rio and neighboring areas:
Rio Turismo Radical - http://www.rioturismoradical.com.br/
Rio Adventures - http://www.rioadventures.com/

Poisson 2010 – Poisson Geometry in Mathematics and Physics
The conference on Poisson Geometry 2010 is the 7th event of a series of biennial meetings on
Poisson geometry and related topics.
Organizing Committee

Advisory Committee

Henrique Bursztyn (IMPA, local contact)
Giuseppe Dito (U. Bourgogne, Dijon)
Marcos Jardim (Unicamp, Campinas)
Jair Koiller (FGV, Rio de Janeiro)
Leonardo Macarini (UFRJ, Rio de Janeiro)

Anton Alekseev (Genève)
Alberto S. Cattaneo (Zurich)
Marius Crainic (Utrecht)
Giuseppe Dito (Dijon)
Giovanni Felder (ETH-Zurich)
Janusz Grabowski (Warsaw)
Simone Gutt (Brussels)
Jiang-Hua Lu (Hong Kong)
Yoshiaki Maeda (Keio)
Nguyen Tien Zung (Toulouse)

Scientific Committee
Rui Loja Fernandes (IST, Lisbon), Chair
Eckhard Meinrenken (U. Toronto)
Yvette Kosmann-Schwarzbach (Ecole Polytechnique)
Tudor Ratiu (EPFL, Lausanne)
Alan Weinstein (U. C. Berkeley)

School on Poisson Geometry
From 07/20 to 07/23
Lecturers
Gil Cavalcanti (Utrecht)
Title: Holomorphic Poisson and generalized Kaehler structures
Alberto Cattaneo (Zurich)
Title: Introduction to supermanifolds
Jiang-Hua Lu (Hong Kong)
Title: Poisson Lie groups and Poisson homogeneous spaces
Ieke Moerdijk (Utrecht)
Title: Introduction to Lie groupoids and Lie algebroids
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Poisson 2010 - Poisson geometry in Mathematics and Physics

Poisson and generalized Kaehler structures
Gil Cavalcanti
Utrecht
Resumo/Abstract:
I will review definitions, examples and basic properties of generalized
complex and generalized Kahler structures. Then I will prove part of
Gualtieri’s (also Liu, Weinstein and Xu) theorem on deformations of
generalized complex structures and Goto’s theorem on deformations
of generalized Kahler structures. The main consequence of the these
theorems in practice is that holomorphic Poisson structures yield
interesting examples of generalized complex and generalized Kahler
manifolds.

Introduction to Supergeometry
Alberto Cattaneo
Universitat Zurich
Resumo/Abstract:
Supergeometry a generalization of diﬀerential geometry where some
coordinate are allowed to anticommute with each other. Most concepts and theorems for ordinary manifolds (like, e.g., vector ﬁelds
and diﬀerential forms, Frobenius theorem, integration) have a generalization to supermanifolds. This allows one to use geometric intuition to understand many algebraic objects of current use (like diﬀerential forms or multivector ﬁelds). Another advantage is that many
interesting geometric structures (like Poisson, Courant, generalized
complex ) may be reformulated in terms of super symplectic geometry (with a reﬁnement of the super grading). Reduction methods
for the above structure may be uniﬁed in terms of super symplectic reduction. Using integration and map spaces (AKSZ method),
one can associate to these structures topological ﬁelds theories, one
example of which is the Poisson sigma model.

Poisson Lie groups and Poisson homogeneous spaces
Jiang-Hua Lu
University of Hong Kong
Resumo/Abstract:
A rich class of Poisson manifolds comes from Lie groups and especially semi-simple Lie groups. The purpose of these lectures is to
given an introduction to this class of examples.
Lecture 1: Basics on Poisson Lie groups and Poisson homogeneous spaces.
Lecture 2: Real or complex semi-simple Lie groups as Poisson
Lie groups.
Lecture 3. Examples of Poisson homogeneous spaces of semisimple Poisson Lie groups.

Introduction to Lie groupoids and Lie algebroids
Ieke Moerdijk
Mathematisch Instituut Universiteit Utrecht
Resumo/Abstract:
The goal of these lectures is to provide a ﬁst encounter with the
notions in the title. In particular, I will not assume any prior knowledge of the subject. In the ﬁrst lecture, I will introduce the concept
of a Lie groupoid, and give many examples. The inﬁnitesimal counterpart of a Lie groupoid is a Lie algebroid. In the second lecture,
I will discuss its construction, and show that this is a very natural
notion occurring in many places in geometry. The theory of Lie
groupoids and algebroids is analogous to that of groups and algebras in some respects, but very diﬀerent in many others. We’ll see
some glimpses of this in the second lecture. In the third lecture,
I’ll discuss a more substantial example of this, by comparing the
deformation theory of Lie algebras with that of Lie algebroids.

Conference on Poisson Geometry
From 07/26 to 07/30
Speakers
Camilo Arias Abad (Zurich)
Title: Differentiation and integration of representations up to homotopy
Anton Alekseev (Genève)
Title: Deformation quantization and the Kashiwara-Vergne problem
Damien Calaque (Lyon)
Title: From Lie theory to algebraic geometry and back
Alberto Cattaneo (Zurich)
Title: Introduction to Supergeometry
Marius Crainic (Utrecht)
Title: TBA
Ezra Getzler (Evanston)
Title: TBA
Marco Gualtieri (Toronto)
Title: Holomorphic Poisson geometry of generalized Kaehler structures
Reimundo Heluani (Berkeley)
Title: Dilogarithms, chiral algebras and non-commutative windings
Yvette Kosmann-Schwarzbach (Palaiseau)
Title: Poisson pairs revisited
Eckhard Meinrenken (Toronto)
Title: Dirac structures and Dixmier-Douady theory
Sergei Merkulov (Stockholm)
Title: Operads, configuration spaces and quantization
Eva Miranda (Barcelona)
Title: Poisson geometry of Melrose's b-manifolds
Tudor Ratiu (Lausanne)
Title: Poisson geometry in continuum mechanics, control, optimization, and image
registration

Travis Schedler (Boston)
Title: Poisson traces and D-modules
Pavol Severa (Bratislava)
Title: Denominators of rational Drinfeld associators
Reyer Sjamaar (Ithaca)
Title: Hans Duistermaat's contributions to Poisson geometry
Mathieu Stienon (Paris)
Title: TBA
Xiang Tang (St. Louis)
Title: Mackey Machine and Duality of Gerbes on Orbifolds
Bernardo Uribe (Bogota)
Title: Symmetries of Exact Courant Algebroids
Izu Vaisman (Haifa)
Title: Lie and Courant Algebroids on Foliated Manifolds
Stefan Waldmann (Freiburg)
Title: Morita Theory in Deformation Quantization
Alan Weinstein (Berkeley)
Title: Poor relations
Ping Xu (State College)
Title: TBA
Nguyen Tien Zung (Toulouse)
Title: Local structure of integrable Hamiltonian systems on Poisson manifolds
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Differentiation and integration of representations up to homotopy
Camilo Arias Abad
Universität Zürich
I will describe how Lie theory works for representations up to homotopy. That is, I will explain
how to differentiate an A∞ -representation of a Lie groupoid to obtain an L∞ -representation of
the Lie algebroid and show that one can use Chen’s iterated integrals to go in the other direction.
I will present an application regarding deformations of Lie brackets and discuss some examples
that arise in Poisson geometry. This talk is based on joint work with Florian Schätz.

From Lie theory to algebraic geometry and back
Universit Claude Bernard Lyon 1
Damien Calaque
Resumo/Abstract:
In this talk I will report on a work in progress together with Andrei Caldararu and Junwu Tu on ”how to make precise an analogy”.
We are motivated by a surprising similiraty between Duflo’s isomorphism in Lie theory and the description of Hochschild cohomology
ring of an algebraic variety as the cohomology of the algebra of
polyvector fields. Namely, we can reinterprete the later as an incarnation of Duflo’s result by viewing (after Kapranov) the shifted
tangent sheaf of the variety as a Lie algebra object in the derived
category. I will finally explain how some more general Duflo-type
statements (mostly conjectural) translate into conjectures about the
multiplicative structure of the Ext-algebra of the structure sheaf of
a subvariety, and how from this interaction we can hope to gain new
insights into both algebraic geometry and Lie theory.

1

Holomorphic Poisson geometry of generalized Kahler
structures
Marco Gualtieri
University of Toronto
Resumo/Abstract:
A generalized Kahler structure diﬀers from a usual Kahler structure
in that a pair of complex structures enjoy a compatibility condition
with a Riemannian metric, instead of only one. The pair of complex structures may be holomorphically non-isomorphic, and may
also be non-algebraic. Interestingly, they are related by the property of having holomorphic Poisson structures with coincident real
part. We describe the holomorphic Dirac geometry behind this phenomenon, and the implications for derived deformation theory and
Morita equivalence.

Dilogarithms, chiral algebras and non-commutative
winding.
Reimundo Heluani
University of California at Berkeley
Resumo/Abstract:
We study the Hamiltonian quantization of the sigma model with
target the Heisenberg nilmanifold and its ”twisted T-dual”: a Torus
with a gerbe or H-flux. The underlying algebraic objects are quite
similar to vertex algebras but the basic fields have dilogarithmic
singularities in their OPE as opposed to simply logarithms as in the
Torus case. This is joint work with Marco Aldi.

Poisson 2010, 26–30 July 2010, Rio de Janeiro
Poisson pairs revisited
Yvette Kosmann-Schwarzbach
Ecole Polytechnique, France
We shall study pairs of compatible structures on the tangent bundle of a
manifold, more generally, on a Lie algebroid or a Courant algebroid, such as
Poisson pairs, complementary 2-forms, Poisson–Nijenhuis structures, Hitchin
pairs and Dirac pairs. We shall give examples of compatible structures and
of generalized complex structures associated with Monge–Ampère operators
(based on joint work with Vladimir Rubtsov).

Dirac structures and Dixmier-Douady theory
Eckhard Meinrenken
University of Toronto
Resumo/Abstract:
In their 1963 paper, Dixmier-Douady gave a geometric realization of
the integral degree 3 cohomology of a space in terms of certain bundles of *-algebras, analogous to the usual interpretation of degree
2 cohomology as the isomorphism classes of complex line bundles.
These Dixmier-Douady bundles define twistings of the K-theory
of spaces. In this talk, I will explain a functorial construction of
Dixmier-Douady bundles from linear Dirac structures. As an application, we obtain ‘twisted’ Spin-c structures on quasi-Hamiltonian
spaces. (Based on joint work with A. Alekseev, arXiv:0907.1257.)

Operads, configuration spaces and quantization
Sergei Merkulov
Stockholm University
Resumo/Abstract: review several well-known operads of compactified configuration spaces and construct several new such operads, C, in the category of smooth manifolds with corners whose complexes of fundamental chains give us (i) the 2-coloured operad of Ainfinity algebras and their homotopy morphisms, (ii) the 2-coloured
operad of L-infinity algebras and their homotopy morphisms, and
(iii) the 4-coloured operad of open-closed homotopy algebras and
their homotopy morphisms. Two gadgets - a (coloured) operad of
Feynman graphs and a de Rham field theory on C - are introduced
and used to construct quantized representations of the (fundamental) chain operad of C which are given by Feynman type sums over
graphs and depend on choices of propagators. A theorem on homotopy (in)equivalence of Kontsevich’s deformation quantizations
is proved.

Poisson geometry of b-manifolds
Eva Miranda
Universitat Politcnica de Catalunya
Resumo/Abstract:
In this talk we will study the Poisson geometry of b-manifolds. Bmanifolds are even dimensional Poisson manifolds (M 2n , Π) with an
additional genericity assumption on Πn .
Poisson b-manifolds were introduced by Melrose, Nest and Tsygan when studying diﬀerential calculus on manifolds with boundary
and formal deformation of symplectic structures on manifolds with
boundary. The two-dimensional case was already studied by Radko.
Among the wide and wild class of Poisson manifolds, b-Poisson
manifolds constitute an ”easy-going” class which lives between the
symplectic and the Poisson world and for which many normal form/structure
results can be proven. In this talk we will present some of these results . We will also completely characterize corank-1 regular Poisson
manifolds which extend as the critical hypersurface of a Poisson bmanifold via two invariants in foliated cohomology. We will relate
the extension property and these invariants of the critical hypersurface with the modular class of the ambient Poisson manifold.
This talk is based on joint work with Victor Guillemin and Ana
Rita Pires.

Applications of Poisson geometry
Tudor Ratiu
Ecole Polytechnique Fdrale de Lausanne
Resumo/Abstract:
In this lecture several new applications to Poisson geometry will be
presented: liquid crystals, control, imaging, and strand dynamics.
All these problems have in the conservative situation a formulation
that is Poisson geometrical. We shall prsent these applications and
discuss the Poisson geometric impact on their respective fields.

Poisson traces and D-modules on Poisson varieties
Travis Schedler
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Resumo/Abstract:
A Poisson trace is a functional on a Poisson algebra which annihilates all brackets, i.e., the dual to the zeroth Poisson (or Lie)
homology. In this talk, I will explain a general approach to their
study by defining a canonical D-module on the variety whose solutions in algebraic distributions are Poisson traces. I will explain
that this D-module is holonomic when the variety has finitely many
symplectic leaves. As a corollary, the Poisson traces form a finitedimensional space, and any quantization admits only finitely many
irreducible finite-dimensional representations. This applies, for example, to symplectic reflection algebras, as well as to quantizations
of symmetric powers of symplectic varieties. I will compute explicitly the Poisson traces in examples, which may include finite Walgebras, symmetric powers of symplectic varieties, and symmetric
powers of isolated surface singularities with a contracting C∗ action.

Denominators of rational Drinfeld associators
Pavol Severa
Bratislava
Resumo/Abstract:
Drinfeld associators are the basic tool in quantization of Lie bialgebras and in Tamarkin’s approach to deformation quantization of
Poisson manifolds. They have various applications in knot theory
and in number theory.
There are explicit examples of associators with complex or real
coeﬃcients. Associators with rational coeﬃcients are known to exist,
there is however no known explicit example.
In the talk I will describe a (non-explicit) construction of a Drinfeld associator with rational coeﬃcients satisfying certain denominator bound. In particular, this associator has a non-zero convergence radius in the p-adic norm for every prime p. The associator
is obtained as an approximation of the p-adic associators ﬁxed by a
suitable element of Gal(Q̄/Q).
As an application we get a new estimate on the denominators of
Kontsevich’s knot invariant.
The talk is based on a joint work with Anton Alekseev and Masha
Podkopaeva.

Hans Duistermaat’s contributions to Poisson geometry
Reyer Sjamaar
Cornell University
Resumo/Abstract:
My former PhD supervisor Hans Duistermaat was scheduled to lecture in the Poisson 2010 Summer School, but passed away fairly
suddenly in March. I will give a survey of his contributions to the
subject.

Poisson Lie 2-groups
Mathieu Stienon
Paris
Resumo/Abstract:
It is a theorem of Drinfeld that connected, simply connected Poisson
Lie groups are in bijection with Lie bialgebras. We will discuss an
analogue for Lie 2-groups.

Mackey Machine and Duality of Gerbes on Orbifolds
Xiang Tang
Washington University, St. Louis
Resumo/Abstract:
Let G be a finite group and Y a G-gerbe over an orbifold B. We
will explain a construction of a new orbifold Y and a flat U(1)gerbe c on Y . Motivated by a proposal in physics, we study a
mathematical duality of G-gerbes, which asserts that the geometry
of Y is equivalent to the geometry of Y twisted by c. The Mackey
machine provides us the right tool to study such a problem. We
will discuss some results in symplectic topology with the help of
noncommutative geometry. This is a joint work with Hsian-hua
Tseng.

Symmetries of Exact Courant Algebroids
Bernardo Uribe
Universitat Munster
Resumo/Abstract:
In this talk I will explain the relation between symmetries of Exact
Courant algebroids and symmetries of R[2] bundles. This will allow
to show that for a fixed Lie group G, equivalence classes of G actions
on Exact Courant algebroids are in 1-1 correspondence with third
degree G equivariant cohomology classes.

Lie and Courant Algebroids on Foliated Manifolds
by Izu Vaisman
Summary
In the C ∞ -category, let M be a manifold and F a foliation on M . By asking
everything in the definition of a Lie algebroid to be foliated (i.e., constant
along the leaves) we get the notion of an F transversal-Lie algebroid. Then, if
A is a usual Lie algebroid on M , a Lie subalgebroid B ⊆ A is a foliation of A if
]A (B) = T F and A/B is a transversal-Lie algebroid. Various results from the
theory of foliations (cohomology, characteristic classes, deformations, etc.)
are extended to foliations of a Lie algebroid. Furthermore, we use a similar
approach for a Courant algebroid C on (M, F). In this case, a foliation B
of C will also be required to be isotropic and the relevant quotient bundle,
which replaces C/B, will be B ⊥ /B. In the Courant case we have only some
initial results and constructions.

Morita Theory in Deformation Quantization
Stefan Waldmann
Universitat Freiburg - Freiburg - Alemanha
Resumo/Abstract:
In the recent years the understanding of Morita equivalences between deformed algebras in deformation quantization has reached
a very satisfactory point. In this talk I will present the most recent results for star products on general Poisson manifolds as well
as for invariant star products on symplectic manifolds. In the ﬁrst
case, based on a joint work with Vasiliy Dolgushev and Henrique
Bursztyn, Morita equivalence of star product algebras is shown to
coincide with integral gauge transformation of the corresponding
formal Poisson structures where the correspondence is implemented
by means of a global and diﬀerential formality. In the second situation, based on a joint work with Stefan Jansen, Nikolai Neumaier,
and Gregor Schaumann, one considers a symplectic manifold with
Hamiltonian Lie algebra action (e.g. induced by a Lie group action)
such that there exists an invariant connection. Then the classiﬁcation of equivariant Morita equivalences between star products is
1 invariant deRham cohomology
done by means of equivariant and
classes.

Poor relations
Alan Weinstein
University of California, Berkeley
Resumo/Abstract:
One ﬁrst thinks of the morphisms between Poisson manifolds X
and Y as being the Poisson maps, but other possibilities arise as
well, such as coisotropic submanifolds or symplectic realizations of
the product X × Y . But these larger classes of morphisms suﬀer
from diﬃculties with composition, often connected with a failure of
transversality. In this talk, building on experience with similar constructions for symplectic manifolds, I will suggest some approaches
to the composition of relations and other morphisms in Poisson geometry, with an emphasis on open questions.

Local structure of integrable Hamiltonian systems
on Poisson manifolds
Nguyen Tien Zung
Universit Paul Sabatier - Toulouse
Resumo/Abstract:
I would like to present some results and problems concerning the
local structure of integrable Hamiltonian systems on (degenerate)
Poisson manifolds (extension of results from the symplectic case,
compatible Poisson structures, local normal forms, reduction, etc.)

Some restaurants and bars near the hotels
Ipanema area (check following map)
A- Barthodomeu
Rua Maria Quiteria 46
$
B- Brasileirinho (typical brazilian dishes)
Rua Jangadeiros 10, lj A (praça General Osório)
$$
C- Fazendola (pay by weight)
Rua Jangadeiros 14 (praça General Osório)
$
D- Zazá Bistrô Tropical
Rua Joana Angélica 40 (corner of rua Prudente de Moraes)
$$$
E -Doce Delicia
Rua Aníbal de Mendonça 55 (corner of rua Prudente de Moraes)
$
F- Delírio Tropical (mostly salads)
Rua Garcia D’Avila 48 (corner of rua Prudente de Moraes)
$
G- Frontera (buffet, pay by weight)
Rua Visconde de Pirajá 128
$
H- Nik Sushi
Rua Garcia D’Avila 83
$$
I- Carretão churrascaria (barbecue “rodízio”-style)
Rua Visconde de Pirajá 112
$$
J- Mil Frutas Café (Ice creams)
Rua Garcia D’Avila 134
$

Restaurants
Ipanema area

ocean

Leblon area (check following map)
A- Degrau
Av Ataufo de Paiva 517
$$
B- Diagonal Grill
Rua Aristides Espínola 88
$
C- Doce Delicia
Rua Dias Ferreira 48
$
D- La Mole
Rua Dias Ferreira 147
$
E- Fellini (pay by weight)
Rua General Urquiza 104
$
F- Academia da Cachaça
Rua Conde de Bernadote 26
$$
G- Belmonte
Rua Dias Ferreira 521
$$
H- Bibi Sucos (Juices and sandwiches)
Av. Ataufo de Paiva 591
$
I- Balada Sumos (Juices and sandwiches)
Av. Ataufo de Paiva 620
$
J- Big Polis (Juices and Sandwiches)
Av. Ataufo de Paiva 505
$

Restaurants
Leblon area

ocean

Some words in Portuguese
greetings
hi, good bye, see you later
good morning / afternoon / night or evening
how are you? what's your name? nice to meet you
what´s up? Alright
congratulations!
good manners
please, thank you (male/female), you're welcome
sorry, excuse me
basic words

saudações
olá, tchau, até logo
bom dia / boa tarde / boa noite
como vai? qual é o seu nome? muito prazer
beleza? beleza
parabéns!
boas maneiras
por favor, obrigado / obrigada, de nada
desculpe, com licença
palavras básicas

yes, no, ok, perhaps
I, you, he, she, we, you, they
zero, one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, a thousand
yesterday, today, tomorrow, this week
left / right, straight ahead, man / woman
sweet / salty, hot / cold, good / bad
more / less, much / little, full / empty
large / small, open / closed
blue, green, yellow, red, black, white
in the restaurant

sim, não, está bem, talvez
eu, tu/você, ele, ela, nós, vocês, eles/elas
zero, um dois, três, quatro, cinco, seis, sete, mil
ontem, hoje, amanhã, esta semana
esquerda / direita, em frente, homem / mulher
doce / salgado, quente / frio, bom / mau
mais / menos, muito / pouco, cheio / vazio
grande / pequeno, aberto / fechado
azul, verde, amarelo, vermelho, preto, branco
no restaurante

the menu, the check please
I'm vegetarian (male/female), I'm allergic to
drinks

o cardápio, a conta por favor
sou vegetariano/a, so alérgico/a a,
bebidas

water, parkling / still
coffe, with milk, with / without sugar
juice, beer, draft beer, wine
food
bread, toast, cake, cookie
sandwich, cheese / ham, without butter
soup, salad, vegetables, rice, beans, potato
egg, beef, chicken, fish, seafood, barbecue
fruit, dessert, ice cream, ioghurt
açai, with cereals
getting around

água, com / sem gás
café, com leite, com / sem açucar
suco, cerveja, chopp, vinho
comida
pão, torrada, bolo, biscoito
sanduiche, queijo / presunto, sem manteiga
sopa, salada, legumes, arroz, feijão, batata
ovo, carne, frango, peixe, frutos do mar, churrasco
fruta, sobremesa, sorvete, iogurte
açai, com granola
por aí

where's the bathroom? where's the bus stop?
where can I take a cab?
what is this/it? how much is this/it? what time is it?
I don't speak portuguese, I speak little portuguese
I don't undderstand
where is the beach?
stamp, post office, book, guide, excursion, elevator
bureaucracy

onde é o banheiro? onde é o ponto de ônibus?
onde posso tomar um taxi?
o que é isso? quanto é? que horas são?
não falo portugues, falo pouco portugues
não entendo
onde fica a praia?
selo, correios, livro, guia, excursão, elevador
burocracia

passport, visa, identification card, key, receipt
money, coins, credit card, check, change
safety

passaporte, visto, carteira de identidade, chave, recibo
dinheiro, moedas, cartão de crédito, cheque, troco
segurança

be careful! attention, help, danger, prohibited
exit, entrance, push, pull, information
in the lectures room

cuidado! atenção, socorro, perigo, proibido
saída, entrada, empurre, puxe, informação
na sala de aula

air conditioning is not working, too cold
I've found a counter example to your theorem

o ar condicionado não funciona, muito frio
encontrei um contra exemplo para o seu teorema

